M
any important traits related to yield, yield components, seed quality, and stress resistance in crops are controlled by multiple QTL. The performance of these complex traits is affected by the environment, interaction between the environment and QTL, and interactions among the QTL. Single-family-based analysis of genotypes together with phenotypes is the most commonly used method to map the QTL associated with these traits. In soybean, >180 phenotypic traits, such as seed yield (Chung et al., 2003; Palomeque et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2004 Wang et al., , 2014 , yield components (He et al., 2014; Jeong et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2014) , morphological traits (Lee et al., 2014 , Yamanaka et al., 2001 , seed composition (Brummer et al., 1997; Warrington et al., 2015) , resistance to diseases (Pham et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2009 ) and pests (Rector et al., 1998 , Terry et al., 2000 , Zhang et al., 2009 , and abiotic stresses (Abdel-Haleem et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2004) , have been analyzed with this approach as documented in SoyBase (http://www. soybase.org/search/qtllist_by_symbol.php). Linkage mapping does not require high marker density because of the limited number of recombination events (REs) that occur during selfing and the limited number of lines typically used in such studies. As a result, the resolution of linkage mapping is usually poor. Populationbased genome-wide association studies (GWASs) can provide better resolution by exploiting historical REs in a population and should also include more causative loci than would be expected to segregate in a biparental population (Nordborg and Tavaré, 2002) . With the advent of high-throughput genotyping and sequencing technology, accessions can be efficiently assayed with high-density markers, thus, a GWAS can be performed on well-developed phenotypic datasets such that exist for germplasm collections. For example, the USDA's Soybean Germplasm Collection includes ~20,000 domesticated and wild soybean accessions introduced from other countries or developed in the United States. This collection was genotyped with the SoySNP50K BeadChip containing >52,000 SNPs (Song et al., 2013 . With this genotypic dataset, GWAS have detected numerous loci associated with a number of traits (Dhanapal et al., 2015a,b; Hwang et al., 2014; Rincker et al., 2016; Vaughn et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015) .
Nested association mapping was proposed to increase the resolution of QTL mapping by capturing the history of REs from GWAS and increase power of genome-wide association analysis through introduction of linkage mapping (Yu and Buckler, 2006; Yu et al., 2008) . Unlike traditional QTL mapping, which only uses limited genetic variation represented by only two parental individuals, NAM can increase genetic variation across contributing parental lines, increase genetic resolution, reduce linkage disequilibrium, and control population structure through design (Rafalski, 2010) . Nested association mapping populations are developed by crossing multiple diverse founders to a common parent followed by the development of RILs or progenies in each family, which are then genotyped with low-density markers, while the parents are genotyped with highdensity markers. The high-density genotypic information can then be projected onto the progenies. Thus, the association of the imputed genotypic data with the phenotypic data can be analyzed using the methods described previously (Buckler et al., 2009 , Kump et al., 2011 , Yu and Buckler, 2006 , Yu et al., 2008 . A NAM population was first created in maize (Zea mays L.) (Buckler et al., 2009) , which consisted of 25 segregating families derived from crosses involving B73 and a wide diversity of unrelated maize lines to produce 5000 RILs. The RILs were genotyped with a total of 1106 SNPs (McMullen et al., 2009) , and the parents were sequenced with next-generation sequencing to produce a maize hapmap with 1.6 million SNPs (Gore et al., 2009) . Nested association mapping populations have also been developed in other crop species including barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Schnaithmann et al., 2014) and sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] (Jordan et al., 2011) . The NAM design has been used successfully in fine-mapping QTL controlling a number of traits such as leaf rust resistance in barley (Schnaithmann et al., 2014) and flowering time (Buckler et al., 2009) , southern and northern leaf blight (Kump et al., 2011; Poland et al., 2011) , leaf architecture (Tian et al., 2011) , kernel composition (Cook et al., 2012) , and stalk strength (Peiffer et al., 2013) in maize.
The Ilumina Beadchip assay is ideal for analyzing thousands of SNPs in a large number of genotypes quickly and cost-effectively. It provides reproducible and high-quality data with limited missing data. The technology is especially useful for genotyping RILs with limited recombination events or in early generations with a high rate of heterozygotes. In addition, genotyping different families with the same set of SNPs in the Beadchip will facilitate identification and comparison of the QTL over different crosses of the RIL populations.
The objective of this study was to create a community resource for dissecting complex traits through the development and genetic characterization of a soybean NAM population.
Materials and Methods

Selection of a Diverse Set of Parents for Nested Association Mapping Population Development
To select a set of diverse parents from soybean maturity groups (MGs) I to V to cross with the hub parent 'IA3023', a high-yielding MG III cultivar developed by Dr. Walter Fehr at Iowa State University, a total of 120 soybean genotypes from the United States, China, Korea, Japan, and other countries (Supplemental Table S1 ) were identified based on their high yield, diverse ancestry, or drought tolerance. At the time of parent selection for population development, the SoySNP50K had not yet been developed, so the genotypes were analyzed with the Illumina GoldenGate assay containing 1536 SNPs (Hyten et al., 2010 ). The genotypic dataset was then used to calculate the pair-wise distance among the 120 genotypes. The distance between a pair of genotypes was defined as the proportion of SNP differences among all SNPs. A dendrogram was then constructed using software MEGA5.1 (Tamura et al., 2011) and a subset of NAM parents was obtained by selecting genotypes based on clusters of the genotypes as well as their agronomic performance, seed yield, and drought tolerance.
DNA Sequence Analysis using the Illumina HiSeq 2000
DNA was isolated from leaf tissue of each high-yielding or exotic parent. Genomic DNA was randomly fragmentased for 20 min using NEBNext dsDNA fragmentase (New England Biolabs). Procedures for DNA end repair and DNA size selection were completed according to the description of the kit (kit number M0348L, NEBNext dsDNA Fragmentase). DNA with fragments of ~500 bp was selected. Paired-end sequencing was used to obtain 150 bp of sequence from each end of the genomic fragments using the Illumina HiSeq 2000. The Illumina CASAVA V1.80 software was used to map the short reads to the whole-genome sequence of the cultivar Williams 82, Glyma1.01 (Schmutz et al., 2010) and to identify SNPs. At least three reads covered each locus. When the second assembly of the soybean wholegenome sequence (Wm82.a2.v1) was available (http://www. phytozome.org/), the positions of these SNPs in the new assembly were also determined.
Design of the Illumina Infinium SoyNAM6K BeadChip
The design of the SoyNAM6K BeadChip, which contained a different set of 6000 SNPs than the BARCSoySNP6K Beadchip, followed the procedures previously described by Song et al. (2013) . The SNPs with A/T or G/C alleles, SNPs with Ns in the 60 nt of flanking sequence, SNPs residing within 25 nt of another SNP, or SNPs with 25 nt of a flanking sequence that was not unique in the genome were eliminated. The SNP design scores were evaluated using Illumina's Assay Design Tool (http://www.illumina.com/ downloads/Illumina_Assay_Design_Tool.pdf) and SNPs with a design score <0.6 were excluded. For the purpose of identifying a set of SNP markers that would segregate in >70% of the 40 NAM families, SNPs carrying the IA3023 parental allele in >30% of the 40 non-IA3023 parents were eliminated. The algorithm and script to maximize the distance between adjacent SNPs were then performed as described by Song et al. (2013) , except that the SNP selection index was defined as the product of the SNP design score and the proportion of the 40 non-IA3023 parents that did not carry the IA3023 allele.
Genotyping Recombinant Inbred Lines of the Nested Association Mapping Families with the SoyNAM6K BeadChip
The 5600 F 5 -derived RILs made up of 140 RILs from each of the 40 families in the NAM population and the parents were genotyped with the SoyNAM6K BeadChip using the Illumina Infinium HD Assay platform (Illumina, Inc.). The procedures described in the Infinium II assay protocol were followed for the preparation of DNA and the bead assay, hybridization, staining of samples and image scanning. The SNP alleles were called using the GenomeStudio Genotyping Module v1.8.4 (Illumina, Inc.). Only those SNPs with two or three discrete clusters and both alleles with high signal intensity on the SNP Graph Alt were included for the analysis.
In addition, a pair-wise distance matrix among the 140 RILs within each NAM family was calculated and used to identify lines that were not RILs but were the result of self-hybridization.
Genotyping the Parents of the Nested Association Mapping Population with the SoySNP50K BeadChip
The 41 parents were also assayed with the SoySNP50K BeadChip (Song et al., 2013) using the procedure described above. These SNPs, together with the SNPs obtained via genome sequencing were projected onto the RILs using the SoyNAM6K BeadChip marker results.
Construction of Genetic Linkage Maps
Linkage maps were constructed for each of the RIL families based on the dataset of RILs genotyped with the SoyNAM6K BeadChip. The SNP loci with segregation distortion significant at the p = 0.001 probability level were eliminated before linkage analysis. A chi-square goodness of fit test was used to identify the loci with segregation distortion based on the expected ratio of 0.46875:0.0625:0.46875 for homozygote A/heterozygotes/ homozygote B in the F 5 -derived RIL family, respectively. For the purpose of reducing the time to calculate linkage distance and the linkage map position of SNPs, loci with identical segregation patterns were identified, and only one SNP from each identical segregation group was included in the genetic linkage analysis. The position of the excluded loci was then assigned to the same position as the representative locus of the group. Maps were constructed using the software JoinMap 4.0 (Van Ooijen, 2006) .
A composite linkage map across all NAM families was also created using the JMP Genomics Genetics software in SAS JMP Genomics 7 (SAS Institute, 2014). Prior to the analysis, markers that did not segregate within a family were coded as missing data for the family. The map for each chromosome was created separately using the subset of markers annotated as corresponding to each chromosome based on the Wm82.a2.v1 assembly. The physical position of the SNPs on the Wm82.a2.v1 assembly was determined by alignment of the 60-bp sequence flanking the SNPs on the Glyma1.01 assembly. Recombination rates were determined using the Recombination and Linkage Groups process under the category Linkage Maps and QTL. The major parameters used for this process were as follows: p-value cutoff for segregation test plots = 0.05, linkage grouping method = automated hierarchical clustering, and automated linkage group clustering method = average. The order of the markers was determined using the Linkage Map Order process. The parameters used for this process are as follows: map function = Kosambi, order algorithm = map order optimization, nearby marker recombination constraint = 0.4, and apply stopping rules for map order optimization.
Counting Recombination Events
Because of the limited number of DNA crossovers that occurred on each chromosome of the RILs, SNP alleles from one parent are usually consistent along a chromosome until a RE is reached, and then the allele changes to the variant from the other parent. Thus, the number of REs was counted based on the number of allele pattern changes along the 20 chromosomes of each RIL whether it is in a single SNP or multiple SNPs. The number of unique REs within a family is the number of the REs that have unique crossover breakpoints among all of the RILs in the family.
Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism Annotation
High-confidence SNPs used to impute the SNP alleles in the RILs of the NAM families were annotated according to the gene models of the soybean whole-genome sequence assembly (Wm82.a2.v1) provided by the Joint Genome Institute, US Department of Energy (https:// phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). A perl script was developed based on the methods of Ding et al. (2008) and McLendon et al. (2008) and was used to annotate the putative functions of SNPs (Goettel et al., 2014) . The SNPs within gene boundaries were annotated according to the genic region in which they were found. For SNPs identified in coding sequence, the alleles were substituted into the relevant codon and tested for amino acid changes.
Results
Selection of a Diverse Set of Forty Nested Association Mapping Parents to Cross with IA3023
Of the 1536 SNPs in the GoldenGate assay, a total of 1364 were polymorphic among the 120 genotypes. A neighbor-joining tree derived from the analysis of the 120 genotypes (Supplemental Table S1 ) with the 1364 SNPs was constructed and a total of 39 diverse genotypes from major clusters were selected to cross with IA3023 for the creation of RIL families (Fig. 1 ). In addition, LG00-3372, which was not analyzed with the GoldenGate SNPs, was included as the 40th parent. Genomic DNA of these 40 parents was sequenced for SNP discovery. Based on the GoldenGate analysis, the average distance among the 39 selected parents was 0.29 ranging from 0.10 to 0.42. The average distance of the 39 parents to the IA3023 parent was 0.18 and ranged from 0.10 to 0.31. Among the 40 parents, one was from MG I, 10 from MG II, 20 from MG III, eight from MG IV, and one from MG V. These included 17 high-yielding experimental lines or cultivars and 15 experimental lines with exotic ancestry (LG prefix). These lines were developed in breeding programs in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Nebraska, Michigan, and Tennessee. There were also eight accessions from the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection that originated from five countries that were selected for high yield under drought conditions (Supplemental Table S1 ). The 40 genotypes were crossed to the hub parent IA3023 and 140 F 5 -derived RILs per family were developed through single-seed descent. IA3023 served as the female parent in 38 of the 40 matings, but in two matings (NAM02 and NAM06), IA3023 was served as the male parent.
Sequencing of Nested Association Mapping Parents for Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism Discovery
Approximately 497,089 Mb of DNA sequence data were obtained from the 41 NAM parents. This included 123,132 Mb from the common parent IA3023 with 127 sequence coverage and 373,957 Mb from the other 40 parental lines with sequence coverage from 4 to 15 (Table 1 ). The paired-end sequence reads from each genotype were aligned to the soybean whole-genome sequence Glyma1.01. Following alignment, a total of 5,232,558 variants were identified. The percentage of SNPs with minor allele frequency <0.05 and 0.10 were 13.7 and 33.5%, respectively (Fig. 2 ). There were 1,033,848 SNP singletons among the 41 parents. The average proportion of singletons was 2.4% per parent but ranged from 1.4% in U03-100612 to 5.0% in PI518751. Of the 5,232,558 SNPs, 2,581,741 SNPs had ambiguous calls of <30% and the presence of alleles in at least two of the 41 genotypes.
Development of the SoyNAM6K BeadChip
After elimination of the SNPs based on the criteria for the BeadChip design, a total of 30,174 SNPs remained and were candidates for the selection of 6000 SNPs to be included in the SoyNAM6K BeadChip (Supplemental Table S2 ). The number of the selected 6000 SNPs from each chromosome varied from 212 to 472 with a density of 0.12 to 0.22 Mb SNP −1 . Approximately 90% of these SNPs were chosen from euchromatic regions of the soybean genome (Table 2) . Of the 6000 SNPs submitted to Illumina, 5303 SNPs were present as bead types on the Soy-NAM6K BeadChip. The SoyNAM6K BeadChip was first evaluated with a set of 96 DNA samples that included the RILs from the NAM02 family and their parents IA3023 and TN05-3027. Genotypic data were obtained from all the bead types included on the SoyNAM6K BeadChip.
Genotyping 5600 RILs of the Nested Association Mapping Population with the SoyNAM6K BeadChip
A total of 140 RILs from each of the 40 NAM families were genotyped with the SoyNAM6K BeadChip. Successful genotyping data were obtained for 4312 SNPs of the 5303 bead types included on the SoyNAM6K BeadChip. Analysis of the 140 RILs of each family showed that 424 RILs had either identical SNP genotypes as their female parent or had a high rate of segregating loci that were nonparental. This included all 140 RILs from the NAM46 family, as 20.5% of the 3845 polymorphic loci in the NAM46 family carried nonparental alleles, suggesting that the lines in the family were not from the designated parents. Thus, there were a total of 5176 RILs after elimination of the 424 RILs. The remaining number of RILs varied from 98 to 140 among the 39 NAM families (Table 3) . Within each family, the ratio of RILs with two different homozygous alleles was evaluated for each locus. After elimination of nonpolymorphic SNPs and SNPs with severe segregation distortion, that is, MAF < 10%, the number of polymorphic loci per NAM family ranged from 2470 (NAM25) to 3791 (NAM48) ( Table 3) .
Recombination Events and Genetic Linkage Maps of the Nested Association Mapping Population
The polymorphic SNPs were used to determine the REs in each family. A total of 302,329 REs were observed among the 5176 RILs in the NAM population and the average number of REs per line varied from 43.5 in NAM09 to 77.0 in NAM41. The average number of REs/RILs in the 5176 RILs was 58.5 with a standard deviation of 32. The number of REs for the majority of the RILs was quite consistent, for example, the number of REs was <100 for 4911 RILs (Fig. 3) . There was only a small proportion of the RILs (1.6%) with REs >164, a threshold at the 0.001 probability level (Supplemental Table S3 ). These RILs were observed in 28 of the 39 NAM families, and the number varied from 1 to 9 among the families. These RILs were excluded from the linkage map analysis. Of the 302,329
REs, a total of 89,742 (30%) were unique, meaning that these REs only occurred in one RIL within a family, and 212,587 (70%) overlapped in at least two RILs within a family (Table 3 ). The average number of unique REs per RIL was 17.5 among the 39 NAM families.
The length of the genetic linkage maps of the NAM families varied from 942.1 to 1763.8 cM (Table 3; Supplemental Table S4 ) and the total length of the composite linkage maps based on the RILs from all 39 families was 1735 cM (Supplemental Table S5 ). Some of the difference in map length can be explained by variation in the number of markers segregation in families. For example, the family NAM25 had the shortest map length and the lowest number of segregating markers. The order of the markers was largely consistent among families (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The order of the loci in composite linkage map was generally consistent with their physical position in the Williams 82 whole-genome sequence (Wm82.a2.v1 assembly) based on either each family (Supplemental Table S4 ) or all families (Supplemental Fig. S2 ).
Segregation Distortion of SingleNucleotide Polymorphisms among Families and Genomic Regions
Of the 126,859 polymorphic loci observed in 39 families, a total of 4722 (or 3.75%) SNPs exhibited significant segregation distortion at P < 0.01. The correlation of the segregation distortion percentage between the euchromatic and heterochromatic regions was significant among families (r = 0.9405, P < 0.0001). The average percentage of the segregation distortion in the euchomatic and heterochromatic regions across families was 3.7 and 4.2%, respectively (t = 0.026, P = 0.979) (Table 4) , thus significant differences in segregation distortion in the two regions were not detected. However, segregation bias varied among families and occurred nonrandomly within the euchromatic and heterochromatic regions (Table 4 ; Fig. 4 ), for example, percentage of SNPs with segregation distortion was 13.2 and 53.5% in the NAM04 and NAM25, respectively, but ranged from 0.39 to 8.97% among other families. Clusters of segregation distortion loci were observed in the euchromatic regions of chromosome 1 and 2, and heterochromatic regions of chromosome 3 and 7 (Fig. 4) . Among the 39 families, 26 had more SNPs with an over representation of the IA3023 allele for loci with significant segregation distortion than the non-IA3023 parent allele, while only 13 families had more SNPs with non-IA3023 parent alleles than IA3023 alleles. The percentage of SNPs with segregation distortion favoring the non-IA3023 parent were from families for which the non-IA3023 parent was from MG I, II, III, IV, and V and had segregation of 1.2, 2.1, 1.7, 4.2, and 0.7%, respectively.
Residual Heterozygousity in Euchromatic and Heterochromatic Regions
The residual heterozygousity (RH) in the F 5 plants used to derive the RILs averaged 6.5% in the euchromatic regions and 6.6% in the heterochromatic regions of the NAM families, which was not significantly different. This closely matches the expected rate of 6.25% for the F 5 plants. In addition, the correlation of the RH between the two regions across the NAM families (Table 5 ) was 0.91, which was highly significant. 
Identification of Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms among the Parents to Project the Alleles in Lines of the Families
Among the 5,232,558 SNPs identified by sequence analysis, a total of 491,612 were high confidence SNPs that had a high MAF and with unique 60-bp flanking sequence in the soybean genome. The rate of missing alleles or heterozygous alleles of these SNPs was <10% among the 40 NAM parents. As the sequence flanking these SNPs was specific in the soybean genome, the SNPs were unlikely to have resulted from the alignment of sequence reads from homeologs in the soybean genome. Genotyping of the NAM parents with the SoyS-NP50K BeadChip showed that 42,509 SNPs were polymorphic among the NAM parents. Of the 491,612 SNPs obtained via genome sequencing or genotyped with Table 3 . Number of recombinant inbred lines (RILs), polymorphic loci, recombination events (REs), and total length of genetic distance in each nested association mapping (NAM) family. SoySNP50K BeadChip, only 8349 were common to the two analyses, thus, a total of 525,772 unique SNPs from the two datasets could be used to project the SNP alleles in the RILs of the NAM families. The low number of the common SNPs in the two analyses was due to the elimination of the SNPs with low MAF among the parents in the genome sequencing analysis. The SNPs with MAF of 0.05 and 0.10 were 0.3 and 2.5%, respectively (Fig. 2) , thus, 97.5% of the SNPs were highly polymorphic among the parents. In addition, of the 42,509 SNPs in the SoyS-NP50K, 170 were common with the SoyNAM6K SNPs. Annotation of the 525,772 SNPs showed that 73% of the SNPs were in intergenic regions and 27% in genic regions. Of the SNPs in the genic regions, 61 and 24% were in introns and coding DNA sequence, respectively, and 46 and 54% of the coding DNA sequence SNPs were synonymous and nonsynonymous SNPs, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S3 ).
Data Availability
The short read sequences for the 41 NAM parents are available at the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) with accession number SRP042221 and the genotyping datasets for the NAM RILs and parents, as well as for the NAM parents assayed with SoyS-NP50K BeadChip are available at SoyBase, the USDA-ARS Soybean Genetics and Genomics Database (http://www. soybase.org/SoyNAM/soynamdetails.php). The SNPs for genotyping the parents and RILs were deposited at the NCBI dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp).
Discussion
The NAM design takes advantage of genetic variation, historical REs among multiple parental lines, the power of linkage within families, a large population size, and a high density of markers for the progeny. Thus, it is powerful for complex trait dissection (Li et al., 2011) . For the purpose of fine mapping in NAM families, the NAM parents are genotyped using high-throughput sequencing or bead array analysis, while segregating progenies are genotyped with low-density markers (Yu et al., 2008) . Parental genotypes with large numbers of SNPs are then projected to their progeny. In maize, 26 parents with half a million SNPs were successfully projected to their 5000 progenies using 1106 SNPs genotyped for the parents and progeny (Guo and Beavis, 2011) . Approximately 90% of the genotyped SNPs were assigned linkage map positions using linear interpolation between the maize Accessioned Gold Path and the NAM linkage maps. Approximately 70% of the SNPs provided high probability estimates of genotypes in almost 5000 RILs (Guo and Beavis, 2011) . The most recent report on the maize NAM showed that 7000 SNPs genotyped through genotypingby-sequencing in the NAM RILs were used to project the 28.9 million SNPs from the NAM parents onto the 5000 RIL progeny (Wallace et al., 2014) .
In this study, a total of 140 RILs from each of the 40 NAM families were genotyped with 4312 SNP markers. In addition, the 41 parents of the NAM families were sequenced and genotyped with the SoySNP50K BeadChip containing 42,509 SNPs. The resulting 525,772 high confidence SNPs will be used to project the SNP alleles present in the RILs. The RILs in the soybean NAM population and their parents have been evaluated for yield, morphological traits, agronomic traits, seed composition, physiological traits, and disease resistance in multiple environments in MG II to IV by public soybean breeders from Ohio to Nebraska, and thus, the genotyping datasets of the RILs and the NAM parents are being used to map the genes or QTL controlling these traits. It is anticipated that the large sample size and dense markers will result in the definition of numerous QTL controlling these important traits. Furthermore, the NAM collaborators will continue to grow a portion of the NAM lines each year to be sure viable seeds will be available. This work will be supported by charging a small fee to cover the cost of shipping and regenerating the seed. Because the seeds of the RILs and NAM parents are publicly available for distribution (http://www.soybase. org/SoyNAM/SoyNAM_seed_0315.htm), new traits can be evaluated by interested researchers.
We observed that 91 RILs from a number of different families had identical marker scores. All of these RILs were genetically identical to their female parent in each population. Examination of morphological traits further verified that these RILs were likely selfed progeny of the female parent, thus, these RILs were eliminated from the dataset. In the NAM46 family, ~20% of the 3845 polymorphic loci contained nonparental alleles, and it thus appeared that one of the parents was incorrect. To identify the correct male parent, we inferred the SNP alleles of the non-IA3023 parent based on SNP alleles in the RILs and searched the accessions in the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection genotyped with SoySNP50K BeadChip for an accession that matched the inferred genotype. However, we failed to find an accession matching the inferred genotype. In the accession that most closely matched the inferred genotype, 8% of the loci differed from the inferred parent. Thus, we eliminated the genotypic data for the entire NAM46 family.
Although a significant difference for segregation distortion between euchromatic and heterochromatic regions was not found in the soybean genome, segregation distortion varied among families and regions of the genome. We did not find candidate QTL or genes for the distortion in the NAM04 and NAM25 families or in chromosomal regions with high distortion rates. The maturity of IA3023 and non-IA3023 parents may not be a factor either, as IA3023 is a MG III cultivar and the percentage of segregation bias in the families with the second parents from MGs I and V was even lower than for families with MG II, III, and IV parents. In two-thirds of the families, we observed a bias of the allele from the IA3023 parent being favored in distorted loci and in only approximately one-third of the families were the non-IA3023 parent alleles favored. This suggests the exclusion of pollen during selfing or the effect of unknown NAM progenies was >8% (Hung et al., 2012) . Unlike the previous report in the outcrossing crop maize (McMullen et al., 2009) , no significant difference for RH was observed between the euchromatic and heterochromatic regions in the soybean genome among all NAM families. This difference between crops is possibly because of differences in reproduction as soybean is a self-pollinated crop and maize is open pollinated. Given the strong heterosis observed in maize, heterochromatic regions with low genetic factors may play a role. In maize, genetic factors such as Gametophyte factor 1-strong allele (Ga1-S), gametophyte factor (ga2), and sugary 1 (su1) in specific families were related to pollen fertilization or seed germination and were reported to distort segregation (McMullen et al., 2009) .
We also observed that the percentage of heterozygous SNP loci in the F 5 plants used to derive RILs in the NAM population was 6.5%, which was close to the expected rate of 6.25% for F 5 plants. In maize, heterozygosity in F 5:6 recombination rate have higher levels of heterozygosity than euchromatic regions (McMullen et al., 2009 ).
In the NAM population, the total number of REs was 302,329 and the average number of REs was ~58 per RIL. However, 70% of the REs occurred in at least two RILs within a family and only 30% of the REs (~18 REs per line) were unique to one RIL in a given family. In maize, the total number of REs in 25 NAM families with 4699 RILs was 136,000 and the average number of REs in a line was 29. While the average REs per RIL was higher in soybean than in the maize NAM population (58.5 vs. 29) (Kump et al., 2011) , the number is still relatively small. The limited number of REs suggests that a design such as NAM with a large number of progeny is critical for fine mapping of genes and QTL. This also suggests that for a biparental population with a limited number of RILs, it is unnecessary to genotype the RILs with a large number of markers. Although the order of most markers along the linkage maps was consistent among families, some inconsistencies were observed. The inconsistency usually occurred in the regions with sparse markers or regions associated with genotyping errors. The total length of the composite genetic linkage maps for the soybean NAM population was 1736 cM based on all of the RILs in the families. This is larger than the composite map of 1402 cM based on 4699 RILs genotyped with 1106 SNP loci in maize (McMullen et al., 2009) . The plot of the composite linkage position vs. physical position of the SNPs not only showed the consistency of the order of SNPs on the linkage map and along the chromosomes of the Wm82.a2.v1 assembly, but also showed the gaps in the soybean genome where no SNPs were included in the SoyNAM6K. Although most of these gaps were in the heterochromatic regions with extremely low recombination rates, some were in the genomic regions with nearly fixed alleles among the 41 NAM parents.
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